
RACER TECH – RZR 800 50” / 570 SPRINGS 

Thank you for purchasing the Racer Tech RZR 800 50” / RZR 570 Spring Replacement Kit. These instructions 
cover both models. We know you will feel a substantial improvement in your RZR’s ride and handling. Below is a 

short explanation of how to install your new springs and a primer to tuning the springs for your vehicle. After 
reading this completely, if you feel you need further assistance feel free to call or email us any time. 

 

Installing the springs –  

To install these springs you will need a spring compressor. We recommend getting a loaner tool from a local 
chain auto parts store like Auto Zone, Advanced, O’Reily or Checkers. 

 



Removing the OEM springs – 

Compress the springs enough to remove the retainer rings. Save the retainer rings as you will reuse these. 

Note: the OEM springs are a COMPLETELY different design than our springs. The OEM springs are much longer 
when fully unloaded. Don’t worry about it. The springs we’ve designed are the proper design. Throw away the 
OEM springs and never look back. 

Front – 

Slide the large diameter end of the spring over the shock body. The small diameter will not fit over the shock 
body. It’s designed to fit in to the OEM retainer.  

 

Rear – 

The rear springs ONLY assembly one way. The springs are a straight diameter so there is no top or bottom to 
them individually. The order the springs are assembled are as follows: 1. short spring 2. Spacer (long shoulder in 
short spring) 3. long spring 4. adapter ring 5. OEM retainer 

The long end of the spacer goes in to the short spring in order to make as much contact as possible with 
the shock body. The retainer adapter ring small diameter fits in to the long spring. 

 

 



Setting up the springs - 

Settings vary so much from vehicle to vehicle. It is impossible for us to give a universal answer to where you 
should start. Like with any coil-over shock, spring rates and preload take some fine tuning to achieve the best 
results. The good news is we have the rates figured out for 95% of users. As for the preload, we recommend 
using this formula: 

- Start with the preload adjusters backed all the way soft. You will find the front has VERY LITTLE preload and the 
rear has about an inch built-in. This is NORMAL. 

- Set the machine on the ground after setting both front and rear Initial Preload. Before measuring your ride 
height, take the vehicle for a quick ride around the driveway. (The suspension needs to "settle" and will only do so 
by driving it. Jumping up and down on the bumpers will NOT suffice) 

- Once the suspension is settled, measure the front and rear ride height. At Racer Tech we measure the rear at 
the bottom of the lower A-arm mounting tubes. On the front we measure at the front of the chassis base structure 
directly behind the lower arm rear-most mounting tab. The RZR seems to jump and handle better with the front 
end about 1” higher than the rear. 

- If you desire more ground clearance or the ride is too soft, add two clicks to the preload adjusters. Repeat the 
test ride to settle the suspension and re-measure/evaluate the ride. There are only five settings on the OEM 
shocks so play with the range you have. 95% off all customers can find a setting they like within this range. We do 
sell stackable spring shims for this model which can add 0.5”-1” to the preload if you feel you still want a little 
more height/firmness. (part # RZR-COSHIM-STD) 

Custom Tuning –  

We feel very confident in this product and its performance. Since there are so many variables in these machines it 
is impossible to guess at what everyone needs. It’s safe to say these spring rates have worked for 95% of all 
customers on the first try. If you have followed the instructions, done all the necessary adjustments, have properly 
operating shocks and are still unsatisfied with your ride or performance feel free to call and ask for a spring tech. 
We will work with you to determine if there is a better fit for your needs. There are two different offerings we have 
for the RZR 800 50” and RZR 570 to fill individual needs.  

 

We appreciate your business and hope you enjoy the improved performance of your machine! 

Racer Tech – 616-928-0616 – tech@racertech.com 

 


